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QUESTION 1

Which analysis features could be applied to provide interactive controls for end users? 

A. Column Selector 

B. Action Links 

C. Conditional Formatting 

D. Narrative View 

E. Greenbar Styling 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Explanation: An action link is a link to an action that you have embedded in an analysis, dashboard page, scorecard
objective, scorecard initiative, or KPI that, when clicked, runs an associated action. 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the reason why Oracle OLAP provides a favorable aggregation strategy. 

A. OLAP cubes eliminate the need for a large number of aggregate tables. 

B. OLAP cubes are stored outside of the database in highly optimized file structures. 

C. OLAP cubes can be easily transported from database to database. 

D. OLAP cubes can be queried by using SQL. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: All metadata for cubes and dimensions is stored in the Oracle database and revealed in the data dictionary
views, so that you can query the entire business model in SQL. Reference: Oracle OLAP User\\'s Guide, What\\'s New
in Oracle OLAP? 

 

QUESTION 3

Which option describes how OBIEE Integrates with Planning? 

A. OBIEE primarily accesses Planning using standard Essbase integration techniques. 

B. OBIEE provides complete access to all Planning data through the Analytic Data Model (ADM) layer. 

C. Planning is not a supported OBIEE source. 

D. OBIEE integrates with Planning directly through relational database access. 
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Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: A: 

*

 Combining Relational and OLAP Data Sources: Oracle\\'s Common Enterprise Information Model allows users to
combine data from a relational system and an OLAP source in a single calculation. For example, a user can compare
sales 

forecasts from an Oracle CRM System with budget data from an Oracle Essbase planning application. To clients of the
Common Enterprise Information Model, the forecast and budget data appear to be from the same logical source. 

*

 The Essbase server provides advanced multi-user read and write capabilities, including data update and multi-user
recalculation. Business users with front-end tools can write data back to a server and recalculate the data on a server
using 

calculation scripts--key functionality to support sophisticated modeling and planning applications. 

*

 Using aggregate storage, Essbase serves a wide range of analytic needs--financial analysis, planning, budgeting, sales
analysis, marketing analysis, supply-chain analysis, and profitability analytics--all from a single analytic infrastructure. 

B: 

Note: The Analytic Data Model (ADM) is an API used to access OLAP data and metadata. ADM is similar to JDBC,
providing a single common API that hides most differences between OLAP data sources. 

Note 2: Data model for business intelligence The most important component of business intelligence is the concept of
\\'data model\\'. data model determinde what kind of analysis that end user could do with the data. It is also an
independant concept that could span across different vendor \\'s product. 

Unlike data model of the transaction system, the typical analytic data model is often denormalized and store extra data
for analytic query and better query performance while transaction data model use is often normalized and optimized for
a few data read and write, which is implemented by jointing many tables. 

The most common used analytic data model in business intelligence is call the \\'Star schema\\' data model. 

With the Oracle business intelligence system, We could define star schema and dimension data model in the \\'logical
layer\\' in the admin tools. The data model in OBIEE could span different data source in physical layer, which means
OBIEE have the capability of building one logical data model which is actually connect to different database in the
backend 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer needs to do a cross database join between two tables where, one of the tables has a small number of
values and the other has a large number of values. How can you optimize the way the BI Server processes the query? 

A. By specifying a one-to-many join between the tables with the small and large numbers of values 

B. By specifying a driving table 
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C. By specifying a many to one join between the tables with the small and large numbers of values 

D. By creating your logical join by using the Joins Manager 

E. By creating your joins by using the Business Model Diagram 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: You can specify a Driving table parameter in a complex join. 

Driving tables are for use in optimizing the manner in which the Oracle BI Server processes cross-database joins when
one table is very small and the other table is very large. 

The BI Server will query the driving table (the small one) and will get a list of values. The BI Server will then generate a
second SQL using a parameterized IN list with the values from the first query. 

Specifying driving tables leads to query optimization only when the number of rows being selected from the driving table
is much smaller than the number of rows in the table to which it is being joined. 

 

QUESTION 5

OBIEE 11g authentication of users is performed by which two components listed below? 

A. Repository file (rpd) 

B. Embedded WebLogic LDAP server 

C. External directories such as Active Directory using WebLogic and Fusion Middleware\\'s Oracle Platform Security
Services framework 

D. BI Presentation Services 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: A: Authentication at the Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition Layer The Oracle Product Lifecycle
Analytics (Oracle PLA) application utilizes the Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition Layer (OBIEE) layer\\'s
platform authentication features. You change the password for the PLMA.RPD repository file using the OBIEE Admin
Tool. 

B: LDAP Authentication LDAP authentication is used as an alternative to storing user IDs and passwords in an Oracle
BI repository. You can set up the Oracle BI Server to take the user ID and password, and have it then pass the user ID
and password to an LDAP server for authentication. 

Reference: Oracle Product Lifecycle Analytics, Security Guide , Configuring and Using Authentication 
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